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ABSTRACT

FIX-II is a Loss of Coolant blowdown heat transfer
experiment, performed under contract for The
Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate, SKI. The
purpose of the experiments is to provide measure-
ments from simulations of a pipe rupture on an
external recirculation line in a Swedish BWR.
Pump trips in BWRs with internal recirculation
pumps will also be simulated. The existing
FIX-loop at the Thermal Engineering Laboratory
of studsvik Energiteknik AB will be modified and
used for the experiments. Components are included
to simulate the steam dome, downcomer, two
recirculation lines with one pump each, lower
plenum, core (36-rod full length bundle), control
rod guide tubes, core bypass, upper plenum and
steam separators.

The results of the first phase of the project
are reported here. The following tasks are
included in Phase 1.

Reactor reference analysis

Scaling calculations of the FIX loop

Development of fuel rod simulators

Design of test section and test loop
layout

- Proposal foe test, program

Further details of the work and results obtained
for the different sub-projects are published in
a number of detailed reports.

* ASEA-ATOM, Västerås Approved by
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and general description

It is of basic importance to the safety of

nuclear reactors that sufficient cooling of the

fuel is assured in all conceivable situations.

This has to be proved by calculations included

in the safety analysis presented at the time of

licensing.

In most water cooled reactors and more speci-

fically the BWR's of ASEA-ATOMs design, which

are studied in the FIX-II project, the UO_ fuel

is enclosed in Zr-2 cladding tubes. Under normal

operation the heat transfer coefficient between

cladding and coolant is very high, in the range
4 5 210 -10 W/m K and cladding temperatures are

close to 3C0°C. However, if the heat transfer

deteriorates, the cladding temperature will

increase rapidly due to the high fuel tempera-

tures (stored energy) and the ongoing power

production. Even after a scram or voiding,

whereby fission is halted, a significant amount

of power is generated by the continued disintegra-

tion of fission products.

If the Zr-cladding temperatures exceed approxi-

mately 800°C, oxidation will increase rapidly.

At even higher temperatures the energy release

due to exothermic oxidation of the Zr-cladding

becomes significant. This increases the total

energy release and complicates the cooling of

the fuel.

The calculated consequences of a loss-of-coolant-

accident (LOCA) may not exceed the limits stipulated
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in the US Code of Federal Regulations (CFR),

Title 10 Paragraph 50.46 (US 10 CFR 50.46). The

most important of these limits are those on

maximum cladding temperature (1204°C or 2200°F)

and local cladiing oxidation (less than 17 % of

original thickness may be oxidized). These

limits are also applied in the Swedish licensing

procedures.

High temperatures and oxidation decrease the

strength of the cladding material. Damage such

as balooning, which leads to coolant flow blockage,

can occur. Rupture of the cladding will release

radioactive fission products to the coolant

which then might leak to the environment. Exten-

sive breakdown of the cladding might in the most

extreme case, lead to core meltdown with the

molten fuel accumulating in the bottom of the

reactor vessel.

The events included in this study are a Loss of

Coolant Accident (LOCA) in ASEA-ATOM (A-A) BWR's

with external recirculation lines and a pump

trip transient for A-A BWR's with internal

pumps. The probability of a severe LOCA which

leads to damaged fuel cladding is considered to

be very low in safety studies such as the Rasmussen

report. The risk of damage following such a LOCA

are, however, considerable. By comparison, pump

trips due to loss of power have greater proba-

bility but should normally be regarded as being

quite harmless.

If an accident or unintended transient should

occur, there are several control and safety

systems which will be initiated in response to

the situation. Pipe ruptures inside the PS

containment will be detected very quickly (less
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than 1/lOth of a second for large breaks) by

pressure and temperature sensors. Reactor scram

is initiated and the containment is isolated

i.e. valves are closed in lines passing through

the containment boundary. Diesel generators and

gas turbines are started to supply power to

safety related equipment in case off-site power

would be lost. Pressure relief valves are opened

(electromagnetically) to limit any possible

pressure rise due to the isolation. If the level

measurement system indicates low water level in

the reactor, emergency core cooling water is

injected through the core spray system. Automatic

depressurization (opening of relief valves

connected to the steam lines) will be initiated

if a very low level is indicated. This will

increase the rate at which emergency core coolirg

water can be added to the reactor. Long term

cooling of the core is supplied by the feedwater

system and/or the auxiliary feedwater system

and/or the core spray system and/or the reactor

shut-down cooling system and/or the boron injec-

tion system.

The containment vessel spray system is designed

to control both pressure and temperature in the

dry-well of the containment.

To evaluate the reactor behaviour for postulated

accidents different computer codes are utilized,

necessitated by the complexity of the phenomena

involved. The physical models in these codes are

based on theoretical considerations and experi-

mental data derived from tests of separate

effects. The validity of the codes or system of

codes is assured by comparing calculated values

with data from both the separate effects tests

and so called integral tests, which incorporate

reactor system effects.
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The LOCA and related investigations

The most serious accident, designated the design

basis accident, considered as possible in a BWR,

is usually found to be a double ended (guillotine)

break in one of the largest pipes connected to

the reactor vessel. In a reactor such as Oskars-

hamn 2 (identical with the Barsebäck 1 and 2

units), which is taken as a model for the FIX-II

experiment, the most severe pipe break is a

guillotine break in one of the four external

recirculation lines. A schematic flow diagram of

the reactor is shown in Figure 1. After a guillo-

tine break the water inventory in the reactor

will eventually be totally lost. Core cooling

will be supplied by the core spray system. Core

spray water injection will start approximately

20 s after the break.

Simplified presentations of the LOCA and of the

change in the heat transfer coefficient (HTC)

between fuel cladding and coolant are illustrated

in Figure 2. The first period after the break,

before emergency core cooling is obtained, is

called the blow-down period. The HTC will then

decrease rapidly due to dry-out on the rods a

few seconds after the break. In todays licensing

calculations the convective HTC during the

post-dryout period is initially given a very low

value which corresponds to pool film boiling.

When pure steam occurs at the studied axial

level the convective heat transfer is neglected

until spray cooling starts. This procedure has

been used since simplified analysis methods do

not calculate the local flow variables needed

(velocities, temperatures etc) to evaluate more

realistic heat transfer coefficients.
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With the use of more sophisticated methods, e.g.

RELAP4 or GOBLIN (see Section 3.1.1), local flow

variables can be calculated and more realistic

HTC evaluated. The FIX-II tests will increase

the data base for correlating heat transfer in

the post-dryout (and pure steam) heat tranr*" .r

regime(s). The data will be achieved for a

system behaviour that simulates well a LOCA in

Swedish BWR's with external recirculation pumps.

Financial support has been given by the Swedish

Nuclear Power Inspectorate, SKI, to several

investigations in Sweden, concerning separate

phases of the LOCA event shown in Figure 2 a. A

compilation of such projects is given in Figure 3.

A summary of experiments relevant to BWR's was

made in the primary proposal for the FIX-II

project (1).

An important parameter in the LOCA analysis is

the time to dryout. This was investigated in the

FIX-I experiments at Studsvik Energiteknik AB.

The FIX-loop then used a 36-rod electrically

heated bundle to represent the average core. An

annular "single rod bundle" was used in parallel

to simulate a high power bundle. Both stationary

(static dryout, stability limit) and transient

tests were performed. The transient tests included

different pipe break simulations as well as pump

trips (loss of power to the recirculation pumps).

In both cases the time interval until the first

dryout occurred was measured.

The ECC period of Swedish BWR's has been studied

in Studsvik in the GOTA loop tests. Various
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investigations have then been performed using

full scale, electrically heated 64-rod bundles.

Experiments with top spray cooling for external

pump BWR's as well as bottom flooding and com-

bined top spray and bottom flooding tests for

internal pump BWR's have been performed. Other

investigations have been concerned with CCFL-

effects (Counter Current Flow Limiting). In

these experiments as well as in the US BWR

FLECHT tests the test period began with the

initiation of the ECC. This means that the

initial conditions had to be simulated and

applied as a variable parameter to cover a

pertinent range based on LOCA calculations.

The Blowdown Heat Transfer (BDHT) tests by

General Electric are probably the tests that are

most relevant to the analysis of Swedish BWR's

out of the foreign integral tests. Since these

experiments were sponsored by NRC and EPRI the

results are published in the open literature.

Also of great interest is GE's Blow Down/Emergency

Core Cooling (BD/ECC) tests in wuich the whole

time period is studied in the same experiment.

The direct applicability of these tests to

Swedish BWR's is, however, limited owing to

differencies in the reactor systems; the GE

reactors are equipped with jet pumps while A-A

utilizes rotating, mechanical pumps either in

external recirculation lines or as internal

pumps. Host of the large number of existing

experimental data of interest to BWR's produced

in the USA is proprietary. This emphasizes the

importance of independent, Swedish, safety

research which is applicable to reactors in this

country. In addition, a broadening of the data

bank is of great value to the validation of

computer codes for safety analysis in general.
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Objectives of the FIX-II project

Integral tests that cover the whole time period

after a LOCA, i.e. both the blowdown and ECC

phases, are both complicated and expensive, .'he

equipment for such tests must be of large size

if a proper scaling to the reactor behaviour is

to be achieved and also complex, if essential

features of the ECC are to be incorporated. A

pre-project study for a combined Blowdown-ECC

experiment has been made in Studsvik for SKI

(2).

Significant improvements of the data base for

LOCA calculations can, however, be achieved by

extended blowdown experiments in which the heat

transfer coefficients and hydraulic phenomena

are determined. This is the purpose of the

FIX-II project. The main goal is to provide data

from blowdown and pump trip experiments which

can be used in the assessment of the computer

programmes that are used for reactor analysis.

Measured data can also be used for model improve-

ments. This is especially true for the temperature

measurements in the fuel rod simulators. From

these, heat transfer coefficients will be evaluated.

Detailed comparisons between calculated results

and measured data are not included in this

project.

The objectives of FIX-II are:

Determination of time to dryout in an
electrically heated 36-rod bundle
during simulated breaks in the main
recirculation line for various break
flows.

Determination of time to dryout for
various pump trip transients relevant
to ASEA-ATOM internal pump reactors.
These tests will be complementary to
the FIX-I experiments.
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Determination of HTC between cladding
and coolant during a LOCE (Loss of
Coolant Experiment) for different types
and sizes of bottom breaks. Measurements
will also be made under post-dryout
conditions during extended blowdown in
order to cover the Lime period up to
the initiation of ECC. Rod cladding
temperatures will be measured in a
large number of positions in the 36-rod
bundle.

Improvement of the system simulation
given by FIX-I by modifying the loop.
The scaling will be appropriate to the
Oskarshamn 2 reactor.

Attainment of a more detailed knowledge
of the hydraulic par air eters during the
LOCE by a suitable instrumentation of
the experimental apparatus.
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2. PROJECT PLANNING

According to current planning, the FIX-II project

will be performed stepwise in the following six

phases.

Phase 1 Reactor and loop analyses as a basis
for designing both test equipment and
experimental programme. Development of
Fuel Rod Simulators (FRS).

Phase 2 Test facility construction and instrumen-
tation. Preparation of data evaluation
routines.

Phase 3 Loop adjustments and shake down tests.

Phase 4 First experimental series comprising
static dryout, pump-trip and LOCA-
blowdown tests.

Phase 5 Second experimental series comprising
pump-trip and LOCA-blowdown tests.

Phase 6 Complementary experiments based on
experience gained from previous tests.

The project was started in January 1978 and is

scheduled to be completed in December 1981

according to the time schedule shown in Figure 4.

The first part of the project, phase 1, which is

now ended and described in *his report aimed at

investigating the conditions for a BDHT experi-

ment that could be performed in the existing

FIX-loop and that was relevant to the safety

analysis of Swedish BWR's.

The following main tasks were included in Phase 1:

Reactor reference analysis.

Scaling calculations for the FIX-loop.

Development of fuel rod simulators.
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Design of test section.

Layout of test facility with instru-
mentation and preparations for loop
modification.

Proposal for test program.

Detailed descriptions of the work and the results

of each task can be found in a number of topical

reports, see the reference list (3 - 14).
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The analysis of certain postulated accidents and

operational transients has been performed by

ASEA-ATOM for the FIX-II project. The analysis

was made mainly to form a basis for the scaling

of the experimental equipment and to define a

parameter range which would be of interest for

investigation in the FIX-II experiment.

Use was made in the calculations of various

computer codes developed by ASEA-ATOM for safety

analysis for the licensing of their BWR's. The

results of the FIX-II experiments will also be

used for further checking of the validity of

these codes as well as for other, similar codes.

A special summary report of the reactor analysis

was published by N-0 Jonsson and Y Waaranperä

(3) from which extracts are reproduced here in

Chapter 3.1 - 3.2.

Originally the following reference cases were to

be analysed:

A guillotine break on a recirculation
line.

A large split break on a recirculation
line with the break flow area double
the pipe area.

A small split break with the minimum
break area causing an early dryout in a
high power bundle.

Pump trip transients, causing pump
coast down, for internal pump reactors.

The analysis of the large split break was not

completed since appropriate models for momentum

interaction of the counteracting flows at the

break position were not available at the time of

the analysis.
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3.1 Pipe rupture analysis

Postulated pipe ruptures in the Oskarshamn 2

reactor were analyzed. The nominal reactor power

is 1 700 MW., and the core contains 444 fuel

bundles of the ASEA-ATOM 8x8 design (containing

one solid Zr-rod). A schematic diagram of the

reactor is shown in Figure 1.

There are four external recirculation lines.

Pipe ruptures have been postulated as occurring

at the inlet to the lower plenum of one of these

lines.

The following types of pipe rupture have been

analyzed:

double-ended guillotine break. The
break area is 2 827 cm from each side
(i.e. the lower plenum and the recircula-
tion line) and the outflow from one
side is not restricted as a result of
the outflow from the other side.

2
900 cm split break. This is the smallest
break that will cause an early dryout
(within one fuel time constant or less
than 10 s) in a high power bundle
(relative power of 1.3).

The behaviour of the entire reactor system and

that of a high power fuel bundle were analyzed.

Sensitivity analyses were performed on the

following subjects:

influence of the initial reactor power
on the hydrodynamic behaviour of the
entire system (for the guillotine break
only).

influence of the break area on the
behaviour of the reactor system and a
selected high power bundle (for the
small break only).
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influence of the axial power distribu-
tion on the behaviour of a high power
bundle.

influence of the modeling of the broken
recirculation line on the results of
the system analysis and the high power
bundle analysis.

A detailed heat-up analysis has been performed.

Different positions and local power levels were

analyzed. Boundary conditions (heat generation

rate, coolant temperature, void fraction and

convective heat transfer coefficient) were taken

from the high power bundle analysis. Both single-

rod and multirod (including thermal radiation

heat transfer) heat-up calculations were performed.

3 ̂ 1 ̂ 1 Analys i s _me thods

The computer codes GOBLIN and DRAGON were used

to calculate the thermohydraulic behaviour of

the entire reactor system (GOBLIN) and of a

selected high power bundle (DRAGON). The GOBLIN

code includes models for all systems activated

during the accident. The boundary conditions

relevant to the DRAGON code (pressures and

enthalpies at bundle inlet and outlet) had

already been obtained from an earlier GOBLIN

calculation. The hydrodynamic model in the codes

is based on a control volume description using a

thermal equilibrium, drift-flux theory. Detailed

mechanistic models are included for the heat

transfer from the fuel. A detailed model is also

included for the main recirculation pumps. The

modelling of the reactor system in GOBLIN is

shown in Figure 5 and the modelling of the high

power bundle in DRAGON is shown in Figure 6.
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The FUNNY code was us«d to analyze the fuel rod

heat-up in detail. This is a one-dimensional

finite difference heat conduction code which can

be used to analyze fuel rods or electrically

heated fuel rod simulators. Heat transfer

coefficients or measured temperatures can be

supplied as boundary conditions.

The CHACHA code was used to analyze the detailed

multirod heat-u^ This is a one-dimensional,

finite difference, heat conduction code which

models a cross-section of a fuel bundle or an

electrically heated test bundle. A thermal

radiation model is included. Heat transfer

coefficients or measured temperatures can be

supplied as boundary conditions.

3.1.2 Initial conditions and premises of the

analysis

The initial reactor power is assumed to be 102 %

of the nominal, i.e. 1 734 MW. The initial total

recirculation flow is 4 570 kg/s, and the core

inlet temperature is 268°C. The analyzed high

power bundle has an initial power of 5.077 MW

and the initial coolant flow is 9.22 kg/s.

Off-site power is assumed to be lost simultane-

ously with the break. This means that the feed-

water system stops injecting water and that

power to the main circulation pumps is lost.

One of the valves in the pressure relief system

is postulated to fail to open (there are nine

valves discharging into the condensation pool).
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Power generation due to fission product decay is

calculated according to the 1971 ANS standard

with a twenty percent addition.

3.1.3 Guillotine break on a recirculation

line

A detailed description of the guillotine break

analysis is given in (4). The accident was

analyzed for the first 20 s after the break. The

pressure is then below 2.24 MPa when spray water

is injected above the core. The depressurization

rate is largest immediately after the break and

is almost 1.0 HPa/s around 1 s after the rupture.

It then decreases (due to closing of the main

steam line isolation valves) and varies between

approximately 0.1 and 0.3 MPa/s. Figure 7 shows

the pressure transient.

The initial break flow rate is almost 11 000 kg/s

from the lower plenum and approximately 8 700 kg/s

from the broken recirculation line. The flow

from the broken line decreases rapidly and

levels off at 4 000 to 5 000 kg/s.

The large break flow causes the core flow to

reverse direction immediately, and the depres-

surization causes flashing to start in various

regions. Figure 8 shows the core inlet flow

transient.

The heat transfer coefficient between fuel

cladding and coolant decreases rapidly. Where

the cooling is least the HTC sinks from initial

values around 80 000 W/m2-K to between

100 - 200 W/m2«K after approximately 2 s. The

liquid inflow from the upper plenum, resulting
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frön flashing in the bypass and control rod

guide tube volume, leads to an increase in heat

transfer. This is especially noticeable between

7 and 15 s after the rupture when the flashing

is high in the volume within the guide tubes.

Figure 9 shows the HTC in the least cooled

position (about 1.95 n from the inlet) and in

the upper part of the bundle. The calculated

surface temperature transient in the former

position is shown in Figure 10.

The main parameters/phenomena influencing the

course of the accident up to the time of spray

injection have been indentified and are:

the break flow rate

the time variation of the break flow
rate from the broken line (via the
pump)

the core inlet flow transient

the time (-s) when flashing starts in
the core bypass and control guide tube
volumes

the possibility that the liquid which
enters the upper plenum by flashing
might drain down through the fuel
bundles.

3.1.4 900 cm break on a recirculation line

A 900 cm rupture on a recirculation line at the

inlet to the lower plenum was identified (reported

in detail in (5)) as the smallest break that

causes an early dryout (within 5 - 10 s after

the break) in a high power fuel bundle (relative

power of 1.3, i.e. 5.077 MW initially). The

initial break flow is approximately 4 650 kg/s.
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The core flow decreases very rapidly after the

break (see Figure 11). This causes an increase

in the void fraction in the core which, together

with the initiated scram, shuts off the fission

process. The flow through the core bypass reverses

quickly and then levels off at about 300 kg/s

downflow.

Pressure relief valves are opened and the pressure

initially drops to almost 6.7 MPa at 1.5 s after

the break. Figure 12 shows the pressure transient.

Closing of the steam line isolation valves then

causes the pressure to increase. The pressure

increase is limited to about 7.15 MPa due to the

already opened relief valves. Approximately 8 s

after the break the relief valves close, and the

pressure starts increasing again.

The water level in the downcomer falls quickly

and reaches a level of 1.8 m below the core top

after 11.5s thereby initiating automatic depres-

surization. A detailed description of the event

is given in (5). Cavitation in the recirculation

pumps occurs about 15 s after the break. Spray

water injection starts after about 57 s, when

the pressure is less than 22.4 bar.

In a high power fuel bundle (relative power of

1.3) the inlet flow reverses initially and then

recovers. The low flow together with the high

power cause the void fraction to increase,

however, and approximately 2.3 s after the

break, the first dryout occurs about 3 m from

the inlet. Figure 13 shows the critical channel

power ratio.
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The minimum heat transfer coefficient between
2

cladding and coolant becomes 60 - 70 W/m -K

approximately 30 s after the break. This causes

the surface temperature to increase to a maximum

of 540°C (on an average power rod in the bundle)

about 2.7 m from the bottom of the bundle.

Calculated HTC's and rod surface temperatures

are shown in Figures 14 and 15.

The main parameters/phenomena influencing the

course of the accident up to the time of spray

injection have been identified and are:

the break flow rate and the ratio
between the break flow from the lower
plenum and that from the broken line

the mass flow into the bundles after
the break.

the time when automatic depressurization
is initiated.

the time when the recirculation line
outlet nozzles in the downcomer are
uncovered and steam is sucked into the
lines causing the pumps to cavitate.

the times at which flashing starts in
the core bypass, lower plenum and
control rod guide tube volumes.

the possibility for the liquid that has
entered the upper plenum by flashing to
drain down through the fuel bundles.

3ili5____Sensitivitv_analYsis

A sensitivity analysis was performed to study

the influence of the following parameters on the

course of the accident:

the total reactor power. The guillotine
break was studied for a total power of
2 040 MW (i.e. 120 % of nominal).
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the power generation in the studied
high power bundle. For both the guillo-
tine break and the 900 m break a
relative bundle of 1.45 was studied
(1.3 was the reference value).

2
the break area. An 800 cm break was
studied.

the modelling of the guillotine break.
One calculation was performed with the
broken recirculation line eliminated at
the time of the rupture. Two break
flows were modelled - one from the
lower plenum and one from the downcomer.
A constant flow resistance coefficient
was used for the downcomer break flow
to simulate resistances of the broken
line and its pump.

The sensitivity analyses was reported in (7)

except for the modelling of the guillotine

break, which was reported in (4).

It was concluded that changes in the power

generation cause rather small changes in the

hydrodynamic transient. This was the case both

for the entire reactor and for the high power

bundle. Increased power will clearly increase

the heat-up rate. The maximum temperature (planar

average power) in a bundle with a relative power

of 1.45 was approximately 85°C higher in the

case of the guillotine break and approximately

60°C higher in the case of the 900 cm break,

than in a bundle v.'ith a relative power of 1.3.

The influence of the break area was quite predict-

able. While a 900 cm break led to an early

dryout in a high power bundle (relative power of

1.3), this was avoided when the break area was
2

decreased to 800 cm .
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From the guillotine break modelling study it was

concluded that a reasonable simulation of the

•guillotine break could be achieved even if the

detailed behaviour of the broken line and its

pump were not modelled (replaced by a constant

flow resistance coefficient).

The purposes of the detailed heat-up analyses

reported in (6) were:

to supply detailed results for the fuel
rod behaviour to which the calculated
behaviour of the fuel rod simulators
can be compared.

to indicate the influence of the internal
power distribution within a cross-section
of the bundle.

Detailed heat-up analyses have, been made for

both individual rods and entire cross-sections

of a bundle. The following cases have been

studied:

Break

Guillotine
break

900 cm2

break

Individual rod analysis

Axial
position

m*

1.95(11)

3.06(17)

1.58( 9)

2.69(15)

Average
power

w/cm

245

198

250

224

Min
power

w/cm

95

77

97

87

Max
power

w/cm

315

255

322

289

Multirod analysis

Axial
position

m*

1.95

2.69

Average
power

w/cm

245

224

ro from fuel bottom (node No, of 20, from the
bottom). This determines the boundary condi-
tions (heat transfer coefficient, coolant
temperature) taken from the high power bundle
analysis.
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Temperature transients in a rod from the single

rod analysis are shown in Figure 16.

3.2 Pump trip analysis

Swedish boiling water reactors have either

external or internal main recirculation pumps.

The reactor power is controlled by the main

recirculation flow rate, which is governed by

the pump speed. Individual frequency converters

for each pump are utilized to steer the pump

speed.

Power supply is possible from three different

sources, and thus auxiliary power is generally

available. Extended loss of power to all pumps

has thus a low probability, but the change-over

might cause a transient in the power supply.

The pump speed perturbations caused by these

power supply disturbances depend on the inertia

of the rotating parts in pumps, motors and

frequency converters. The inertia of the external

pump and pump motors is about twice the inertia

of the internal pumps. All Swedish, external

pump BWRs also have rotating frequency converters

with generator flywheels. Power supply disturb-

ances in these plants cause only moderate reduc-

tion of pump speed before the power returns.

Complete loss of power leads to a slow coast

down of the pumps. Pump trip transients are

therefore of substantial interest only for

internal pump reactors with static frequency

converters. Detailed analyses of pump trips have

been made for this kind of plant with the BISON

code developed by ASEA-ATOM.
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The crucial parameters in such analyses are the

probability of occurrence for the events studied

and the calculated minimum transient dryout

margin in each event. The transient dryout

margin is affected by the pump inertia, the

duration of the power supply perturbation,

pressure losses in the recirculation loop, power

distribution in the reactor core, pressure

perturbations during pump coast down, the

characteristics of the heat transfer from fuel

to coolant and the degree of dynamic coupling

through void reactivity between reactor power

and coolant flow rate. A sensitivity analysis

have been made on the influence of the above-

mentioned parameters.

In the calculations for the hot channel, i.e. the

bundle with the lowest dryout margin, core

boundary conditions for the average channel and

the fission power were used as input. The fission

power of the hot channel was obtained assuming a

constant macroscopic radial power distribution

and a constant axial power distribution. Other

approaches are possible but for cases when an

early scram does not occur the power distribu-

tion is almost constant during the initial phase

of the transient, which is of interest to the

dryout margin.

The transient dryout margin was calculated

according to th*s AA-74 dryout correlation from

the current values/distributions of peak heat

flux, steam quality, pressure and mass flow. In

order to avoid underestimating the local steam

quality, the degree of thermodynamic non-equilib-

rium in the BISON hot channel was assumed to be

very small, i.e. the boiling "time constant" was

of necessity close to zero.
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The heated length, 3.68 m, was divided into 20

nodes. Four different, representative, axial

power distributions were studied. The flat distri-

bution according to Figure 17 was used in the

steady state dryout dimensioning analysis.

Two kinds of transient were studied. The first

corresponds to complete loss of power to the

pumps, which is an event of low probability.

Furthermore the pressure was assumed constant,

i.e. the pressure perturbation caused by turbine

trip was neglected. The second kind of transient

corresponds to power loss to the recirculation

pumps during 1.2 s (= the time needed to detect

a severe grid fault, clear the grid and finally

switch over to the start-up grid) in TVO I.*

3.2.1 Complete loss of power to the recircula-

Complete loss of power to the main recirculation

pumps was analyzed for the Forsmark 3 plant.

This reactor has 3 000 MW thermal power, provided

by 700 fuel bundles of the 8x8-type with an

active length of 3.68 m. Maximum recirculation

flow rate at nominal power is 11 400 kg/s, 15 %

of which is bypass flow. The forced circulation
2

is driven by eight internal pumps with 15 kgm

inertia. Two cases which are documented in (9)

were analyzed; one with nominal inertia, corre-
2 2

sponding to 15 kgm , and one with 11.3 kgm

inertia. Initial power was 102 % of nominal

power and the initial recirculation flow rate

was 10 250 kg/s. Hot channel power was 1.45

times average bundle power, the axial power form

factor (Fiyj) was 1.20 and the internal bundle

form factor (Fint) was 1.17. The minimum initial

TVO = Teollisuuden Voima Oy, TVO Power
Company, A Finnish consortium.
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dryout margin was 1.38 according to the ASEA-ATOM

dryout correlation AA-74. The minimum transient

dryout margin was calculated to be 1.13 for

15 kgm2 (Figures 18 - 19) and 1.04 for 11.3

kgm . In the latter case, which does not corre-

spond to any actual power plant situation, the

dryout margin is below 1.10 during 3 sec.

3.2.2 Realistic temporary power loss.

influenceofaxial

Power loss during 1.2 sec in TVO I is a realistic

worst anticipated transient for an actual power

plant. This transient was analyzed in (8) to

show the influence of the axial power distribu-

tion on transient dryout margin during a pump

trip. The same report also documents an analysis

of the influence of axial power distribution

during LOCA conditions. These will not be treated,

however, here since the conclusions agree with

those obtained from pump trip transients.

In this transient the power returned after 1.2 s

and "caught" the pump while the speed set point

was falling back to the minimum controlled

speed, c 20 %. Turbine trip was initiated at

0.9 sec after pump ".rip. The turbine trip was

assumed to produce the maximum negative "mismatch"

in steam extraction. This means that the calculated

reactor pressure rises temporarily by roughly

1.3 bar and is then restored within 2 - 3 s to

70 bar. This pressure perturbation might have

affected the calculated margin to transient

dryout through an oscillation in the steam

quality in the hot channel. During the pressure

rise the steam quality decreased while the

liquid phase enthalpy increased, whereas during
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the period of pressure restoration the steam

quality increased when the superheated liquid

flashed. If the maximum steam quality coincides

with the minimum dryout margin the latter will

show an additional reduction. If the delay time

between pump trip and turbine trip is less than

0.9 s, as it is in all real cases, the dryout

margin is affected only to a small extent.

Details of the calculation for cases of a real-

istic pump trip differ somewhat from plant to

plant depending on grid structure etc. The main

characteristics with respect to pump coast down

are, however, the same.

The following parameter values were used.

Radial power peaking factor 1.45 (bundle
power 5.8 MW).

Internal peaking factor 1.2.

Correction factor for internal power
distribution (in AA-74 dryout correla-
tion) c(Fint) = 0.975.

Table 1 lists the steady state and minimum

transient values for the dryout margin.

Table 1

Pump trip transients. Dryout margin as a function of
axial power distribution in the hot channel

Axifj. power distribution

Node power
factor

1.20

1.26

1.42

1.39

Characterization

Flat

Tilted downwards

••—

Tilted upwards

Dryout margins

Stationary

1.47

1.50

1.50

1.43

Minimum
transient

1.15

1.15

1.13

1.20
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The values for the minimum transient dryout

margin are in the range 1.13 - 1.20 while the

steady state values are in the range 1.43 - 1.50.

The range of variation is thub the same. However,

there is actually no direct correspondence

between the steady state and the minimum transient

values. The profile which is the most favourable

in the transient case (upward tilt) is the least

favourable at steady state. The converse is also

true (downward tilt). Accordingly, the conclusion

that may be drawn is that, for the transient

studied here, a downward tilt of the axial power

distribution is somewhat unfavourable to the

minimum transient dryout margin. The effect is

small.

It is concluded that the same type of phenomena

will occur for all the axial power distributions

analyzed so far.

For the same bundle power, differences in the

axial power distribution produce only small

differences in the hydraulic behaviour of the

bundle. In the pipe rupture analysis differences

in heat-up rates and maximum temperatures are

due to differences in the local heat generation

rates.

The flat power distribution (Figure 17, F,w = 1 . 2 )
MA

is thus representative and typical for high

power bundles and was recommended for the FIX-II

experiments.
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4. SCALING CALCULATIONS FOR THE FIX LOOP

A detailed description of the FIX loop calcula-

tions and analysis is preser.ced in (10).

4.1 Objectives of and premises for the loop

calculations

The general aim of the loop calculations was to

define and specify data for a scaled-down,

mock-up of a BWR in which the thermo-hydraulic

behaviour during a LOCA is closely simulated.

Certain assumptions governed the present work,

as follows

The new loop would be based on the
existing FIX-I loop (15). This limits
the bundle size to a 36 rod, full
length bundle with an available, maximum
power of 6 MW.

The reactor to be modelled was an
external pump BWR, and choice fell upon
Oskarshamn 2, for which the LOCA reference
cases, described in Chapter 3, were
prepared. Furthermore the loop would
permit simulation of certain pump trip
transients in internal pump BWR's of
Forsmark 3 type.

It became evident during the planning of the

FIX-II project that modifications to the existing

FIX loop would be necessary, since the loss of

coolant transient was now to be studied during a

longer time interval. (FIX-I aimed only at

determining the time to dryout). Accordingly, in

order to improve the simulation characteristics,

a number of possible modifications, some of them

based upon experience gained from previous FIX-I

tests, were proposed for the loop analysis as

follows:
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Decrease the steam dome volume.

Replace external condensation of outlet
steam by condensation in the spray
condensor.

Decrease length and volume of the down-
comer .

Install two separate recirculation
lines, each with a pump, one to represent
three of the four reactor loops remaining
intact and the other to represent the
broken loop of the reactor.

Increase the volume of the lower plenum.

Change the position of the core inlet
restriction to a more realistic location
at the heated channel inlet.

Fill the volume between the heated
channel and the pressure tube comple-
tely, thus eliminating water which
would otherwise flash in this space
during depressurization.

Install an external pipe parallel to
the bundle to simulate the by-pass and
moderator volumes in the reactor.

Decrease the volume of the upper plenum.

Improve the design of the steam separator
in order to obtain a more realistic
reactor simulation.

Some of the intended changes to the present FIX

loop are rather extensive and costly. The aim of

the loop analysis was therefore broadened to

investigate the need to incorporate the various

modifications in order to achieve a satisfactory

reactor simulation.

4.2 Description of the loop calculations

The loop calculations were based on the reactor

reference cases that are described in Chapter 3.
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Ref case No 1:

Ref case No 2:

Ref case No 3:

A guillotine break on a
recirculation line of the
Oskarshamn 2 BWR.

A 900 cm2 (split) break in a
recirculation line of the
Oskarshamn 2 BWR.

Pump trip transients in an
internal pump BWR, Nark
BWR 3000.

The scaling of the loop was based mainly on the

first two of the above reference cases.

The GOBLIN code devised by ASEA-ATOM was utilized

for the calculations. Although other programmes

such as RELAP 4 were considered, use of the same

code for both reactor and loop analysis would

clearly facilitate comparison, and reduce the

risk of differences in results arising from

alternative physical models and numerical treat-

ments. While less general than codes like RELAP 4,

the GOBLIN code was preferred for the loop

calculations. The latter is specially developed

for the A-A BWR and was regarded to be simpler

to use.

Owing, however, to discrepancies between loop

and reactor systems, certain modifications and

additions to models had to be introduced in

GOBLIN, such as:

Use of two different types of recircu-
lation pump.

Use of individual pump coast down
characteristics for each pump.

Connection of one recirculation line to
another.

Simulation of internal spray flow rate
into the steam dome for the control of
pressure (FIX spray condenser).
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Option to specify, as an input variable,
the stean done pressure as a function
of tine so that the external stean flow
(positive or negative) into the stean
done could be obtained as output.

The work aining at a scaled down FIX-II loop was

carried out in the following stages.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Idealized loop configuration.

Stepwise loop simplifications and
adaptation to the existing FIX-loop.

Proposal and agreement on the design of
the loop to be built.

Recalculations to check sinulation of
important phenomena.

An idealized loop was designed in order to get a

standard, or loop reference case, for purposes

of comparison during continued scaling calcula-

tions and sensitivity studies. For the scaling

against the Oskarshamn 2 BWR the principles

adopted were fairly simple. The volumes were

scaled to the total power ratio, taking the loop

36-rod bundle as representing an average power

channel. The volumetric scaling factor thus

became 1/777, based on 444 channels each with 63

heated rods in the reactor. The heated length,

3.68 m, was unchanged.

The initial mass flow was scaled in a slightly

different way. The initial core mass velocities

were set equal so that the ratio of the mass

flow rates became equal to the relation between

the flow areas

w = —
F A

on
wOil ~ 768 on
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A comparison of data for the reactor and the

"ideal" loop is presented in Table 2, where

proposed loop data are also listed.

Based on the scaling principles and the old

existing loop construction, another loop scheme

was outlined which was slightly different from

that of the "ideal loop".

With this "ideal", but feasible, loop GOBLIN

calculations were made to study the sensitivity

to and need for various proposed changes in

volumes, flow restrictions, pressure control

etc. The nodalization of this loop is shown in

Figure 20.

The new FIX-II loop was outlined based on the

result of this sensitivity analysis, and taking

into account the existing loop construction. An

estimation of feasible reconstruction, taking

into account the proposed modifications listed

in Chapter 4.1, led to the loop design shown in

Figure 21.

Some exceptions were made in the adaptation of

code models to real loop conditions, in cases

where the influence on the results is probably

small. One concerns the steam separator model

for which the reactor model was applied in the

loop calculations despite the fact that a simpler

geometry will be used in the loop. Another

exception was made for the electrically heated

fuel rod simulators in the loop which were

modelled in the GOBLIN calculations in ihe same

way as reactor fuel rods. Special studies or

introduction of new models in the code will be

made later wherever it is considered necessary.
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Results of the loop scaling calcula-

tions

The results of the scaling calculations indicated

as had been hoped, that some of the proposed

modifications contributed to an improved simula-

tion of the reactor conditions during loss-of-

coolant transients. Other changes, however,

turned out to have negligible effects and can be

omitted, thus saving costs for the loop reconstruc-

tion.

The proposed loop design is shown in Figure 21

and is further described i Chapter 6 and 7.

The calculations gave also some understanding of

the performance of the experiment and gave

information about the importance of different

parameters.

A brief summary of results and conclusions is

given below:

The existing spray condensor determines
the large volume of the steam dome.
This can be retained if the dome is
complemented with at least one pressure
relief valve. By means of this and by
spray cooling a proper control of the
pressure can be obtained even for the
simulation of reactor pressure relief
valves.

The mass inventory of water in the
downcomer is highly significant in
determining the time to pump cavita-
tion.

In the case of a guillotine break, it
is possible to simulate the long broken
leg, including the pump, in a simplified
way by a short pipe ending with a
nozzle.
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To simulate the split break it will be
necessary to introduce an additional
"break" recirculation line. It is also
recommended that a pump rather than a
restriction be used in this line to
obtain more realistic initial conditions,
at least for small split breaks.

The pump coast down transient in the
intact recirculation line is important
to the hydraulic behaviour. The pump
characteristic can approach that of the
reactor pump by inserting a restriction
on the pressure side of the pump.

The lower plenum in the proposed loop
is slightly too small (see Table 2).
However, the hydraulic conditions
during a LOCA are fairly insensitive to
the volume in the lower plenum. Through
modification of the interior parts,
some increase of the volume can still
be obtained with the existing pressure
vessel.

The pressure drop in the steam separator
has only a minor effect on the LOCA-
transient.

The hydraulic transients are quite
insensitive to the bundle power. Although
the loop scaling is based on the average
channel power the transients are only
slightly changed as the hot channel
power is simulated.

The proposed loop, adapted to the results of

this parametric study, was then again modelled

in GOBLIN for renewed calculations. It was now

time to make comparisons between the loop and

reactor behaviour for the reference cases. To

facilitate this the crucial parameters were

normalized. This was usually done by dividing

the transient values by the initial or maximum

value.

The comparison between loop and reactor transients

is shown in Figures 22 - 27.
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Concerning reference case No 2, i.e. the small

split break, the agreement is good for the

channel inlet flow rate, which is the important

parameter, until 14 s after the break. At this

time pump cavitation was obtained in the loop

and the flow reverses. In the reactor case this

event occurred 2 s later. The reason for this

difference can be explained by the speed at

which the downcomer was drained. This parameter

is intended, however, to be varied in the experi-

ments in order to study its effect on the channel

inlet flow.

Concerning reference case No 1, i.e. the guillotine

break, there remains a discrepancy between loop

and reactor, which has not been fully explained.

The channel inlet flow in the loop has a minimum

value, as seen in Figure 22 in the time interval

between 4 - 9 s after the break. The corresponding

minimum occurred after 10 - 12 s in the reactor

calculations and is probably only partly explained

by the relatively smaller lower plenum in the

loop. The difference is thus not considered to

be a reason for changing the proposed loop

design.

Additonal calculations will be done in the next

phase of the FIX-II project. Among other things

precalculations for the loop "as built" will be

made as a basis for the final test programme,

and in order to investigate expected parameter

ranges for the specifications of various instru-

ments .
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5. DEVELOPMENT OF FUEL ROD SIMULATORS

Probably the most important components in a

LOCA-blowdown heat transfer experiment arc the

fuel rod simulators (FRS). The FRS are crucial

for a proper simulation of the transient sur-

face heat flux of a rod and for obtaining ac-

curate measurements of the cladding temperature

so that the heat transfer coefficient during a

LOCA experiment can be evaluated.

Various types of FRS's have been discussed for

use in the FIX-II test, all being electrically

heated, as follows:

Directly heated, empty rods (skin
heaters) as in FIX-I

Directly heated, filled rods, with
filling of magnesium oxide or boron
nitride

Indirectly heated rods with coiled
ribbon or tubular heaters in the
centre, embedded in a filler material,
usually of BN.

The first type above was abandoned at once since

the simulation qualities are bad. Furthermore,

as high temperatures are expected, an internal

gas pressure is necessary to prevent collapse of

the rod.

The heat capacity of the rod, or rather the

thermal diffusivity, is most significant during

power transients like those which are simulated

in LOCA experiments.

Consequently, thermal properties of the filler

material similar to those of UO2 should facilitate

the simulation of the thermodynamic behaviour of

a reactor fuel rod.
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The axial heat flux distribution of the reactor

should be simulated. Based on the reactor refer-

ence analysis a rather flat distribution with a

fora factor of 1.2 was chosen. In order to

facilitate quality control and determination of

the physical properties of the FRS, a stepwise

variation of the power generation in 8 steps was

specified. (Figure 28).

Each rod will be instrumented with five thermo-

couples at different axial locations. The hot

junctions must be placed as close as possible to

the cladding surface for maximum accuracy and

for quick thermal response.

During Phase I of the FIX-II project the follow-

ing preparations for the final choice of FRS to

the 36-rod bundle were made:

Prototype FRS of two different types
have been produced

a)

b)

an indirectly heated FRS manu-
factured by Watlow Inc. USA,
with sheathed thermocouples
welded into the cladding by
Studsvik Energiteknik AB.

a directly heated, MgO-filled
FRS developed and manufactured
at Studsvik as described in
Chapter 5.2.

Theoretical analysis of the prototype
FRS.

5.1 Theoretical analysis of a FRS

A comprehensive analysis of the characteristics

of the directly heated, MgO-filled, FRS that was

developed at Studsvik was performed by P-Å Gustafsson

(11). Calculations were done by means of a
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computer code, FUNNY, developed by ASEA-ATOM,

solving Fourier's differential equation for heat

conduction:

at _ _A .32t + 3
2t + 3

2t)
3t P'c

p 3xz 3yz 3zz
 D

The FUNNY code has the advantage of having as

options both a straightforward solution, in

which the time dependent temperature profile

from given power and convective surface heat

transfer coefficient is derived and the inverse

solution, in which the HTC is calculated from a

given temperature at any point along the rod.

The latter option will be utilized to evaluate

the HTC's in the tests from measured temperatures.

It is thus well suited to analyse the accuracy

that can be expected in evaluated HTC's due to

uncertainties in various parameters.

Three different types of calculations have been

made with the following goals:

Determination of the required power
input transient to an FRS with specific
data, so that the surface temperature
and heat flux are the same as those
obtained with a reactor fuel rod for
the same heat transfer coefficient.

Analysis of the sensitivity of evaluated
HTC's to errors in geometrical parameters
of the FRS, e.g. the tolerance in the
position of the thermocouple hot junction.

Analysis of the sensitivity of evaluated
HTC's to uncertainties in the physical
properties of the filler material, i.e.
of density, heat capacity and thermal
conductivity.
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r
The primary task was to perform calcuations of

reactor fuel rod behaviour during a LOCA tran-

sient, in order to obtain a reference case to

which the FRS calculation should be compared.

These calculations were done for licensing

conditions of the fuel with the boundary con-

ditions of HTC's and coolant temperatures as

functions of time. The results of these cal-

culations are shown in Figures 29 - 30.

Because of the difference in heat generation in

a reactor fuel rod and an FRS, the initial tem-

perature distribution and also the stored energy

are different. This is illustrated in Figure 31

which shows results from a separate investigation

by P Persson (16), performed as a preliminary

comparison for the choice of type of an FRS.

(Initial centre temperature is not the same as

in the licensing case.) It is thus obvious that

a directly heated FRS shou d be given a power

input with a slower decay than the decay in a

nuclear fuel rod, since part of the power in the

FRS will be transferred to the filling material.

According to an investigation of Carslaw and

Jaeger (17) the same transient thermal resonse

can be obtained for a directly heated FRS as for

a nuclear fuel rod if certain conditions are

fulfilled. This is valid if values of geometrical

parameters and thermal properties are the same

and if the cladding thickness is small (infinitely)

and the thermal resistivity between cladding and

filling is negligible. With these assumptions

the same surface temperature will be obtained if

the power input to the FRS corresponds to the

surface heat flux of the fuel rod when well

cooled, independent of the surface heat transfer

coefficient.
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Based on this and on the reactor reference case

a calculation of the required power transient to

a directly heated FRS was done. The result is

shown in Figure 32. A comparison of the surface

temperatures is shown in Figure 33, where ar-iual

geometrical data of the FRS are taken into

account. The agreement is good and the FRS power

transient thus obtained was used in the further

calculations.

The sensitivity analysis that followed demon-

strated that very high accuracy is needed in the

determination of the physical properties of the

constitutents in the FRS as well as for the

geometrical parameters.

Due to the scatter in the data of the physical

properties, given by different suppliers, cali-

bration of the FRS "as made" is necessary.

Variation in the values for the thermal con-

ductivity of MgO is particularly large. Extreme

values form 1.6 to 10 W/m*K have been inves-

tigated and the results show that such an

uncertainty makes evaluation of the HTC's im-

possible. Even a ± 10 % scatter in the thermal

properties generates a 10 fold variation in the

evaluated HTC during a part of the transient

(after dryout).

Another important result of the sensitivity

analysis is that the radial position of the hot

junction of the thermocouples must be well

established. Furthermore, the thermocouple hot

junction should be located within the cladding,

since a position inside the gap or in the cera-

mic filling will give a delay in the thermal

response. This in turn decreases the accuracy in

evaluated HTC's.
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The "inverse" solution of the Fourier equation

in FUNNY yields the surface HTC resulting from

power generation, geometry, physical properties

and the temperature at a point inside the rod,

all supplied as input. A small disturbance or

error in the latter temperature gives rise to an

amplified response in the calculated HTC. This

is due to the time constant or delay from the

thermal resistance, which increases with the

distance from the surface to the point where the

temperature is given. This is illustrated in

Figure 34 and calls for some kind of modifica-

tion of the FUNNY code before it is used in the

experimental data evaluation program.

5.2 Prototype development

The development of a prototype fuel rod simula-

tor was initiated at an early stage of Phase 1

since the FRS was recognized as a component

crucial to the success of the project and because

of long delivery times.

Several alternatives were investigated and manu-

facturers such as GE, Rama and Watlow in USA

were asked for tenders. Simultaneously, a di-

rectly heated FRS, was developed at the Thermal

Power Engineering Laboratory of Studsvik.

Watlow offered to produce a prototype according

to specifications supplied by us (18) for an

indirectly heated FRS. Tube material, instrumented

by us with thermocouples welded into the walls,

was sent to Watlow for the fabrication of two

prototype heaters. Despite the good experience

we have of Watlow low heat-flux rods for ECCS

tests, the manufacture of the high heat flux

rods intended for FIX-II failed.
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The development of the directly heated FRS at

Studsvik is described in (12). The tube material

was stainless steel (SIS 2353); although Inconel

600 was intended for the FIX bundle as it has a

lower temperature coefficient of the resistivity.

The difference was considered to be negligible,

however, with regard to the influence of mechanical

properties on manufacture.

The axial power distribution was made in nine

steps with nine corresponding wall thicknesses.

Sheathed 1 mm O.D. thermocouples with insulated

hot junctions ware then inserted into the tube

and the measuring points located in holes,

drilled in the tube walls, where they were

welded from the outside. In this way the hot

junction could be located near the inside of or

in the cladding. This was demonstrated for

thermocouples placed in regions corresponding to

the various power steps, as shown in Figure 35.

The tube was then filled with high purity magnesium-

oxide, MgO, vibrated and then further compacted

to a final outer diameter of 12.25 mm.

The prototype was tested in various ways. The

insulation resistance between the thermocouples

and the heater walls was measured and found to

be > 2«107 Q up to 750°C, decreasing only to

2*104 Q at 1000°C. The prototype heater was

finally examined by cutting it up so that various

cross sections could be studied.
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5.3 Actual FRS's as manufactured for the

36-rod bundle

The type of fuel rod simulator developed at

Studsvik was chosen for the heaters intended for

installation in the FIX-II test section. This

choice was based on the theoretical studies

which showed among other things that direct

heating (in the cladding) should be used to

facilitate a proper simulation of the power

transient.

With experience gained from work on the proto-

type, the new heaters are produced in a similar

way. The power distribution is different, however,

with a form factor of 1.21, as recommended by

the reactor sensitivity analysis. The actual

distribution is made in eight power steps as

shown in Figure 28, in which the thermocouple

positions are also indicated. Four different

arrangements of the five thermocouple positions

are employed. Nine rods of each type will be

installed, so that temperature measurements can

be made at 16 different axial positions.

The cladding material in the bundle rods con-

sists of Inconel 600. A modified and safer

arrangement to that used in the prototype for

mounting the termocouples, is utilized. To

prevent electrical contact between the thermo-

couple sheaths crushable MgO insulation tubes

were threaded over the outside of the thermo-

couples before installation in the heaters.

Manufacture is not yet complete. A careful

quality control and test of each heater will

follow. Special calibration pieces, one corre-

sponding to each power step or wall thickness,

are being produced in order to determine the

thermal properties of the heater rods. This will

be reported during Phase 2.
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6. PREPARATION WORK ON THE TEST FACILITY

The original plans for preparing the test facility

(1) were not strictly followed. Since more

emphasis was laid on the theoretical work some

hardware, planned for delivery during Phase 1,

was postponed until Phase 2.

Most of the loop parts, either in need of modi-

fication or not needed at all for FIX-II have,

however, been removed. The instrument- and

control board was disconnected since, for safety

reasons, it will now be entirely separate from

the loop

The 6 MW transformer has been renewed in order

to avoid leakage of oil which occurred during

the FIX-I tests. Simultaneously modifications

were made to facilitate external switchover of

the secondary voltage.

Repairs were also made to the special FIX

mercury rheostat in which several tubes were

exchanged.
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7. PROPOSED FIX-II LOOP AND DESIGN OF

TESTSECTION

A separate report describing the test facility

and its instrumentation is published in (13).

The layout of the loop and design of the test

section for the FIX-II experiments were based on

the results of the loop analysis. The proposed

flow diagram is shown in Figure 21 and the test

section in Figure 36. The majority of the modi-

fications concern the fraction of the loop that

simulates the reactor systems during the LOCA

transient. At the iiistant of a simulated break

this part is isolated from the rest of the loop.

The remainder is needed for operation during the

steady state experimental period and to maintain

the specified initial conditions.

Some of the changes have been mentioned in

Chapter 4, other features may be repeated here:

A new 36-rod bundle is to be installed,
consisting of new fuel rod simulators
as described in Chapter 5.3.

Modifications will be made to the inlet
part of the test section that will
simulate the lower plenum. The volume
will be increased as much as possible,
without altering the pressure vessel,
by elevating the beginning of the
heated part of the bundle and by re-
moving the filler body.

The space between the "core" channel
and the pressure vessel will be com-
pletely filled and sealed. A separate
by-pass channel that can be heated to
saturation temperature will be con-
nected to the lower and upper plenum.
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The spray condenser will be used as a
steam volume with a simplified model of
a steam separator placed inside. To
compensate for the excess steam volume
the pressure control will be improved
by modifying the spray system and
including separate relief valves.

All other volumes will as far as
possible be scaled in accordance with
the loop scaling calculations.

Two recirculation lines with a puirp n.
each will be installed, one to sir.ulate
three intact loops and the other the
"break" loop.

The new arrangement of fast opening and
fast closing valves will facilitate
simulation of various break sizes and
locations.
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8. INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION

Overhaul of the entire instrumentation and the

equipment used to control the loop will be made

to improve the information regarding loop para-

meters. Operation and calibration will be fa-

cilitated by additional remote control valves.

The instrumentation will be extended in order to

obtain improved information of the loop per-

formance. The largest increase in the number of

measuring points, however, refers to the in-

creased number of rod thermocouples.

A list of proposed measurements is given in

Table 3. The measuring points are indicated in

Figure 37.

Of the new instrumentation the following items

are worth mentioning:

Two additional NEFF multiplexers will
increase the number of channels that
can be measured with a high frequency
to 192. This will facilitate the reading
of about 100 rod thermocouples.

A large number of differential pressure
measurements will be made to determine
the pressure drop and water levels in
various parts of the loop. Thus, the
heights of the bundle, by-pass and
downcomer are subdivided so that dif-
ferential pressures can be measured in
each section. Pressure drop measurements
will be made across the various restric-
tions and over pumps and along the recir-
culation lines.

Complementary level measurements will
be made by means of impedance meters
("spark plugs") introduced into the
bundle, the by-pass and the downcomer.
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Flow measurements by means of orifices
or venturi meter arrangements will be
made in by-pass and recirculation
lines. Where appropriate, measurement
in both directions will be provided
for.

Individual determination of break flows
at each discharge position will be
facilitated by combining different
methods. The transient flow rate will
be measured by absolute pressure
measure-ments at a point upstream of
the area of critical flow and by a
combination of turbine and dragbody
meter. The integrated mass flow will be
determined from the accumulated mass in
special-made receivers.

The data acquisition system is shown schematically

in Figure 38. The data from the multiplexers

will be fed by the Varian mini-computer into the

disc memory and will afterwards be transferred

to and stored on magnetic tape. A number of

complementary instruments and recorders will

also be used.

"Quick look" evaluation will be provided from

the raw data by the Varian computer in order to

facilitate checks after each run. Off line

evaluation and plotting will then be performed

with the CDC-Cyber computer at Studsvik.
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9. TENTATIVE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

Reference (14) contains a special description

of, and gives the motives for, the proposed test

program for the experimental phase of FIX-II.

A tentative test program is presented below as

the main alternative. This contains experiments

considered to fulfil the original objectives at

an adequate level. The program will, however, be

flexible and continously updated on the basis of

the results as they are obtained. Three different

types of experiment will be performed:

1)

2)

3)

Static dryout measurements.

Pump trip experiments. Time to dryout
and transient dryout levels will be
measured during pump coast-down.
Simultaneous HTC's will be obtained.

LOCA - Blowdown experiments. Measure-
ments of transient HTC's and loop
hydraulics for simulated breaks in a
recirculation line.

9.1 Static dryout measurements

Determination of the static dryout level of the

new 36-rod bundle within the appropriate range

of parameters is necessary for the operation of

the loop. A check of the experimental equipment

will then be obtained and the values compared to

previous FIX-I dryout data.
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Table 4

Suggested test program for static dryout Measure-
ments

Bundle Power (MW):

Pressure
(in steam dome):

30 bar

50 bar

70 bar

2.0

X

X

X

2.5

X

X

X

3.0

X

X

X

3.5

X

X

4.0

X

4.5

X

X

Inlet subcooling: 10 C

The extra (break) recirculation line will be

disconnected, and in all runs except one, even

the by-pass.

Dryout will be reached by successive throttling

of the mass flow rate, keeping other parameters

constant. Dryout will be detected by measuring

the rod cladding temperature, a tentative de-

finition of dryout being T c l a d > T
g a t

+ 50°C.

9.2 Pump trip experiments

A test program for the pump trip experiments,

was suggested and motivated by Y Waaranperä in

(9). The test matrix for this program is re-

produced in Table 5.

The small "break" recirculation loop is dis-

connected since only the big pump can be speed

controlled. Due to differences in characteris-

tics of loop and reactor pumps the pump coast

down transient has to be tested against speci-

fied flow transients.
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Host runs will be made without the by-pass

channel but its influence will also be studied.

Other variables will be:

Initial channel power. A reference
power level will be experimentally
determined for the different combi-
nation of parameters, in order to find
the power level which leads to dryout
during the coast down transient.

Two different pump coast down, or flow
transients will be applied corresponding
to the moments of inertia of the reactor
pump, 11.3 and 15 kg-m .

Four types of pressure pulse in the
steam dome will be tried, corresponding
to different events produced by tripping
of the reactor turbine.

Three various pressure drops in the
steam separator by changing of a removable
restriction. A standard value corresponding
to a BWR 3000 case, another value 50 %
higher and a third value 50 % lower
than chat will be used.

The initial channel mass flow will not be varied.

A v^lue corresponding to 12.45 kg/s in the

reactor, i.e. 90 % of the hot channel flow rate,

will be used.

It is intended that the pump coast down transient

should be studied during a time which is long

enough to obtain information about post dryout

or rewetting phenomena that may occur. A time of

20 s is suggested, provided that the maximum

temperature which is allowed for the heater rods

is not exceeded. This maximum temperature will

be set at a low value in the first runs to

protect the equipment but will be increased

successively.
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9.3 LOCA - blowdown experiments

In this instance the experimental program is

based on the reference cases which were analysed

for the Oskarshamn 2 BWR. Parameter variations

will be made mainly with regard to these two

reference cases. The tests can be divided into

two kinds depending on the break size to be

simulated:

1)

2)

Small breaks in a recirculation line
which give rise to early, local and
stable dryout. These correspond to
reference case No 2 with an initial
break flow rate of 4650 kg/s in the
reactor.

Guillotine breaks which correspond to
reference case No 1, and large split
breaks.

The number of parameters that can be varied is

great, and therefore a priority must be allo-

cated with reagard to the objective of col-

lecting an adequate data base for LOCA evaluation.

9.3.1 Small break simulations

These will be modelled by break simulation

valves in the extra, small recirculation line,

Since the pump in this line has no speed control

the power supply to the pump will be tripped at

the instant of break. The pump will then serve

as a restriction, by retarding the impeller if

necessary.

A tentative test matrix is given in Table 6. The

following parameters will be varied:
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Break area of three sizes, one of which
gives early dryout while one is smaller
and the other is larger than that.

Time to pump cavitation, three values.
This can be controlled either by the
mass inventory of water in the spray
condenser or by the ratio between the
break flows from lower plenum and
downcomer.

Initial bundle power, three values
corresponding to radial form factors of
e.g. 1.2, 1.3 (nominal) and 1.45.

Initial mass flow rate in the bundle,
two values.

Initial inlet subcooling, two values.

Power decay, two values, recommended
"ANS + 20 %" and "ANS" only.

It will be necessary to test the pump coast down

in the intact recirculation line experimentally

to give the specified variation in the channel

inlet flow. This can be done either by changing

the pump speed transient or the size of the

restriction downstream of the pump.

Test of reproducibility will be included.

9i3i2 __Large_break_simulations

The geometry of the break can be varied by three

different arrangements of the valves. By includ-

ing the small, extra recirculation line the

guillotine break will be simulated by a simul-

taneous outflow from the .lower plenum and from

the "break" recirculation line. (Valve V3 is

shut at the instant of break, see Figure 21.)

The large "split break" will be simulated by a

break flow from a point in the small recircula-

tion line after the pump, as in the case for the
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small split break. In addition runs with a

simplified break geometry are proposed, in which

the small recirculation line will be disconnected

and outflow will be provided from the lower

plenum and directly from the downcomer.

Parameter variations will be:

Break area, three sizes, nominal
(reference case No 1) and two smaller
areas.

Initial bundle power, three values as
for the small break.

Initial water level in the spray con-
denser, two values with regard to the
time to pump cavitation.

Initial mass flow rate in the bundle,
two values.

Initial inlet subcooling, two values.

Power decay, two values, "ANS + 20 %"
and "ANS" only.

The proposed test matrix is presented in Table 7.

An additional number of experiments, not speci-

fied here, should be induced, designed on the

basis of previous results, to complete the test

matrix. Thus it might be of interest to investi-

gate intermediate break sizes lying between

reference cases Nos 1 and 2 and possibly even

larger breaks than the nominal guillotine break.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

FUTURE WORK

Calculations based on analyses of two reference

LOCA cases of the Oskarshamn 2 BWR, were per-

formed in order to model the behaviour of the

reactor in a modified FIX loop. These scaling

calculations identified the parameters which are

important to a satisfactory simulation. They

also indicated which parts of the exisiting FIX

loop could be retained in view of their minor

effect on the simulation of these parameters

following reconstruction.

Thus, an improved scaling of the water volumes

in all parts of the primary system is regarded

as being important. Introduction of new com-

ponents, such as a separate by-pass and an

additional recirculation loop for more realistic

break simulations, is also deemed necessary. The

existing, excessive steam volume of the spray

condenser can be utilized, however, by improving

the pressure control system so that a true

simulation of the reactor pressure transient is

facilitated.

Although reactor system effects can be satis-

factorily simulated the planned experiments

should not be regarded as demonstrating real

LOCA or pump trip events in the modelled reactor.

The major objective is rather to add to the data

base the information necessary for the validation

of computer codes and models which are used in

the analysis of such safety related transients.

The experimental program will therefore incor-

porate a parametric variation around the refer-

ence cases, i.e. the guillotine break and the
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small, 900 cm , break in a recirculation line of

Oskarshamn 2 and the pump trip case of a BWR

3000. Other tests that do not correspond to real

reactor cases, will also be carried out such as

simplified break simulation, breaks of different

sizes and so on. The test program presented in

Chapter 9 is so far only a tentative one and

will be continuously adapted to the results and

experience gained from the tests as they are

performed.

A "Quick-look-evaluation" will be made after

each test. The experimental program will be

further divided into periods or phases between

which additional evaluation will be done to

facilitate possible adjustments of the program.

Inspection of the facility will then be made

especially with regard to the condition of the

rod bundle. This project will not, however,

include any analysis that concerns comparison

with evaluation codes or models. This is planned

for incorporation in other, parallel projects.

The next phase (No 2) which follows in the

FIX-II project includes construction of the

experimental facility, instrumentation, and the

development and test of data acquisition and

evaluation routines. Of major concern is the

production and quality control of the fuel rod

simulators and the calibration of measuring and

control systems for break flows, flow restric-

tions etc. Proposals and more detailed plans for

this work are described in the program plan for

the future phases of the FIX-II project (19).
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T
TABLE 2. Comparison beween volumes in Oskarshamn 2 BWR (0-»2) and FIX-II

Volume

Lower plenum out-
side guide tubes

Guide tubes

Core by-pass

Core Inlet

Core

Core outlet

tipper plenum

Steam separator
(two phase +
fluid)

Steam dome (steam
separator + steam
lines + steam
dome)

Downcomer
(saturated)

Downcomer
(subcooled)

O-2 (m >

34.8

25.0

23.3

1.1

17.2

2.0

8.1

11.3

147

29.5

60

"ideal" FIX (<3

44.8

32.2

30.0

1 .4

22.1

2.6

10.4

14.5

189

38.0

77

Recirculation
(suction lines) 10.2

Recirculation
(High pressure
part of RC-lines +
Lower plenum volume
outside flow dis-
tribution skirt) 23.1

1 3 . 1

FIX, proposed (dm )

36 .4
32 .2
28 .1

0 .03
2 2 . 2

0 .6
8 .4

12.4

590

53

77

13.2

3a
V)

pi
2!
W

88
H

I

- » Vi
vo i-3
»J G

I Crt
O <

w

K>
to

2 9 . 9 29 .7
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TA3LE 3. List of instrumentation for data c.cquisiticn

in

c
o

No Measured parameter and location

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Bundle power

By-pass power

Preheater power

Lower plenum pressure

Upper plenum pressure

Steam dome pressure

Pressure upstream recirculation pump

Pressure upstream break restriction

Pressure down stream break restric-

Number of measurement points
Alt A Alt B Alt C

Comments

2

2

2(L)

1

tion

Temperature,
Rod cladding

Temperature,

Temperature,

Temperature,

Temperature,

lower plenum.

temperatures

canister

upper plenum

upper part of

steam dome

No of
levels;

downcomer

2

98

4

2

3

1

2
2

2 (L)

1

1

1

2
2

2

1

1

1

(D

(L)

1

122

2

1

2

1

1

86

2(L)

1

1

1

L = sampled at lower
frequency

z

a

Shielded against spray-
water

Determination of critical _, M
massflow o H

-J c
ve o
i w
o <
0> H

O -̂ .

i

Used for loop control in 5
a l t c ^

to
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TABLE 3. (Continued)

CO
H
c
o

No

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Measured parameter and location

Temperature in guide tube volume,
levels

Temperature, by-pass, levels

Temperature, downcomer, downstream of
feedwater inlet

Temperature, downcomer, upstream of pump

Temperature, intact RC-line

Temperature, broker. RC-line

Temperature, upstream break re-
strictions

Temperature, upstream of orifice
in the steam line from steam uome

Temperature, break flow receiver +
spray

Temperature, spraywater

Temperature, feedwater

^p lower plenum

Ap bundle inlet restriction

Jip bundle

Ap upper plenum

Number
Alt A

2

2

1

6

1

1

2

1

4

1

1

1

1

7

1

of measui
Alt B

1

2

1

3

-

-

2

1

4
1

1

1

1

7

1

•ement points
Alt C'

2

1

1

-

-

2

1

1

1

1

1

3

-

Comment mzm

E
M

H
W
Z
I—I

>

I
O

I
o

in
c
D

ro
to
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f/.BLE 3. (Continued)

No

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

Measured parameter and location

Ap steam-water separator, local
restriction

Ap steam-water separator, excl
restriction

Ap spray condensor, water level

Ap by-pass, horizontal part

Ap guide tube volume

Ap by-pass vertical part

Ap downcomer, upper horizontal part

Ap downcomer, vertical part

Ap pump head, intact RC-line

Ap valve in intact RC-line

Ap in broken RC-line

Ap mass inventory in break flow
receivers

Hassflow, intact RC-line

Massflow, broken RC-line

Massflow, by-pass

Number
Alt A

1

1

2

1

1

3

1

5

1

1

5

2

1

1

1

o f me a si
Alt B

1

1

1

1

3

-

3

1

1

3

2

1

1

1

jreraent points
Alt C

1

1

1

1

1

-

2

1

1

-

1

1

1

1

Comments

No replaceable restric-
tion in Alt D and C

orifice + dp-tranducer

orifice between pump +
valve

orifice, 2-way + dp-
tranducer

10

I
o

a

Z
mwo
M
H
W

>
CD

D
to

o ^

I

ro



TABLE 3. (Continued)

No Measured parameter and location

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

Massflow, spraywater

Massflow, feedwater

Massflow, cooling water to break
flow receiver

Massflow, steam outflow from steam-
dome

Massflow, breakflow
n

Level, two-phase in bundle

Level, two-phase in by pass

Level, two-phase in downcomer

Pumpspeed, pump in intact RC-llne

Pumpspeed, pump in broken RC-line

Time, start - stop of measuring

Total No of measuring points (channels):

Temperatures
Pressures
Ap (incl massflows)
Other
"Spark plugs"

Thereof to Multiplexers

Number of measurment points
Alt A Alt B Alt C

1

2

2
7

6

1

1

1

211

132
8
42
12
17

192

6

1

203

145
5

35
9
9

101
5

21
7
9

192

6

1

143

128

Comments

orifice + dp-tranducer

"dragbody"-tranducer

Turbine

"spark plugs" to light
beam recorders

"spark plugs" to Varian
computer relay module

As above

from Varian computer)

to

d

n

..4

Vö

1
O

1
O

CO

ID
SV

][K
/E

^

i

>£>
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TABLL 5. Proposed test matrix for pump trip experiments

JTest group No

parameter ' ~ —

Pump inertia kg m

Pressure trans B

C

D

Ap steam sep

By-pass flow

Power 0.80xQ0

0.90xQ0

Qn=1.45x4-29
u MW

1.10xQ0

1.20xQ0

1.30xQ0

1

15.

-

-

-

Nom

0

2)
No DO

DO

DO

2

11 .3

-

-

-

Nom

0

No DO

DO

DO

3

11.3

-

-

Nom

0

No DO

DO

DO

4

11.3

-

-

Nom

0

No DO

DO

DO

5

11.3

-

-

Nom

0

No DO

DO

DO

6

11.3

-

-

-

0.5'Nom

0

No DO

DO

DO

7

11 .3

-

-

-

1.5»Nom

0

No DO

DO

DO

8

11.3

-

-

-

Nom

13 *

No DO

DO

DO

2)

1) % of bundle flow. Initial bundle flow is 90 % of nominal (0.9x13.83 = 12.45 kg/s)
2) DO = Dryout is expected

No DO = Dryout is not expected
The marks "DO" and "No DO" in resp columns indicates a test at the indicated power level
An empty column indicates that no test will be done

H

n

>

5 c
VO ö

• Q
o <

I «

5 w
I

N»

ON



TABLE 6. Proposed test matrix for small break LOCA tests

Experiment

^ ^ ^ ^ N o

Parameter

Qo low
nom
high

WBR l o w

nom
high

W. nom
x n high

M « * ;»:

ANS-*-
.20

high

1

X

X

X

X

X

X

2

X

X

X

X

X

X

3

X

X

X

X

X

X

4

X

X

X

X

X

X

5

X

X

X

X

X

X

6

X

X

X

X

X

7

X

X

X

X

X

X

8

X

X

X

X

X

X

9

X

X

X

X

X

X

10

X

X

X

X

X

X

11

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

12

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

w,BR
W.
in

AT
sub

'fpd

Mdome

a
en
<

z

initial bundle
power

break flow

initial bundle
flow

initial subcoo-
ling in lower
plenum

heat generation
from fission
product decay

mass inventory
in spray con-
densor

VO
1
O

1

oen

i-i
W

zM

O
tn
<

E
4-

-j

N)
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TABLE 7. Proposed test matrix for large break LOCA tests

Experiment

^^V». No

ParameterV*^

Qo low
non
high

W min
low
nom

breaksim A

B
C

Qfpd ^ s
ANS+20

W± nom
high

ATsub 1 O W

nom

ndome nom
high

1

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

3

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

4

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

5

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

6

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

7

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

8

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

9

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

10

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

12

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

13

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

WBR

breaksim

initial bundle
power

break flow

break simulation

B

h
Split break Guillotine break Guillotine break

fpd

W in

AT

M

sub

dome

without RC-line with RC-line

heat generation
from fission
product decay

bundle flow

subcooling
in lower
plenum

massinventory
in spray con-
densor

o
V)
H

wzns

—A

VO

VO
1
o
a\
i
o
en

a

H

W
•tk

VO

to
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Flow diagram of the Oskarshamn 2 BWR
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Figure 2a

LOCA time-related periods and relation to various Drojects
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Emergency core cooling
phase

• TIME

Figure 2b

Convective heat transfer coefficients in accordance with
current acceptance criteria.
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FIGURE 4. Time schedule of the FIX-II project
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Figure 6

Modelling of a high power bundle for

DRAGON calculations
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Figure 7 STUDSVIK/E4-79/22 76

Analysis of a guillotine break in the 0-2 BWR: Calculated pressure transient

• STERM OCfiE P

20 TIME (5)
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Figure 8

Analysis of a guillotine break in the 0-2 BWR: Calculated core inlet flow

£YhB3L fiXEL iCENT
INLET FL3M

77

Event ojeven-f

;t7too-pha; i . c
in lower plenum.

Flashing S+QHS
Control red guide -t

Re circulation
outlet nojjles. m

uncovers.
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STUDSVIR/E4-79/22 78
Figure 9
Analysis of a guillotine break in the 0-2 BUR: Heat transfer coefficients

TRANSFER. CCSFF'IOBHT x)

Break occurs at los.

3.2 rn from -Mö

Ifism -from -the botiom.



Figure 10

Analysis of a guillotine break in the 0-2 BWR: Pod surface temperatures

SYMEJI. 1DENT
Q 11;TH N30E
A 12 ;TH NCCfc"
+ 13:TH NODE
X U : T H HCCE
A, 15:TM NODE

79

2.13
2 . 3 2

2.51
2. fel

29 TlMC (i)



Figure 11

Analysis of a 900 cm^ break in the 0-2 BWR: Calculated core i n l e t flow
80
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Type of
Pressure relief valves close
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Ones uncover,
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Figure 12

Analysis of a 900 cm break in the 0-2 BWR: Calculated pressure transient

SYMBOL I OEMT'

OOKE: P ( M P « 0

b c

Event

a

b

C
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valves cfose.
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Figure 13
STUDSVIK/E4-79/22 82

Analysis of a 900 cm break in the 0-2 BWR: Channel c r i t i c a l power r a t i o

SYMBOL IDE NT

NIN CCPfr

o a 2 0 3 . 0 i.O 5.0 t.o rinc



Figure 14 STUDSVIK/E4-79/22 83

Analysis of a 900 cm break in the 0-2 BWR: Heat transfer coefficients

SYffBOL I DENT
Fr«««M Q BOTTOM NODE

A MODE 5 (OF 20)
+ NODE 10

X N O O f t s

^ TOP NOO£

io Tint (*)



Figure 15 STUDSVIK/E4-79/22 84
Analysis of a 900 cm2 break in the 0-2 BWR: Rod surface temperatures

SYMBOL 1DENT
. l.J Q BOTTON NODE

A NODE 5 (Or ZO)
+. NODE 10
X NODE IS
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F i g u r e 16 STUDSVIK/E4-79/22
Results of heat-up analysis: Temperature transients in a fuel rod

85
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STUDSVIK/E4-79/22
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STUDSVIK EHERGITEKHIK AB

Figure 17

Design hot channel axial power distribution

86
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Figure 18

Results of pump t r ip analysis: Pump driving head and mass flow rates

TRIP OF RLL REC1RC PUMPS ( J - 1 5 ) . CONST OOHE PRESSURE

SflMPL.TmE 0.040
[3 WIN, CORE IMLtT MASS FLOW (K 3 /$)
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Figure 19

Results of pump t r i p analysis: Dryout margin
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' >; Nodltlfi»t1dn of "Ideal" FIX-loop for GOBLIN calculations
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Flow diagram of proposed FIX-loop
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Figure 22

Comparison of Toop and reactor calculations: Core inlet flow for

the guillotine break case
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Comparison of loop and reactor calucations:

Core inlet flow for a small split break.
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Figure 24

Comoarison of IOOD and reactor calculation:

Hot channel HTC-s for the guillotine break case.
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Comparison of IOOD and reactor calculations:
Hot channel HTC-s for a small break.
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Comparison of loop and reactor calculations:
Rod cladding temperatures at hottest position
for the guillotine break case
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Figure 27
Comnarison of loop and r eac to r c a l c u l a t i o n s :
Rod cladding temperatures a t h o t t e s t pos i t ion
for a small break.
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Figure 29

Calculations for the FRS: Reference case; licensing transient of reactor

fuel rod for linear power, coolant teaperaU"?. and HTC
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Figure 30 99

Calculations for the FRS: Reference case; licensing transient of reactor
fuel rod for centre and cladding temperatures
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Figure 31 1979-06-05
Calculated radial temperature profiles at steady state for different
types of rods
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Calculated power generator! transient in a directly heated, f i l l ed FRS

and in a reactor fuel rod
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Calculated transient of the cladding temperature of a directly heated,

f i l l ed FRS and a reactor fuel rod
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Figure 34 STUDSVIK/E4-79/22 103

Calculated HTC as a function of time from a temperature measured at the
inside of the cladding. Oscillations due to an error of + 0.05 C
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Figure 35 STUDSVIK/E4-79/22 104

Longitudinal section of prototype heater showing thermocouple installation
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Figure 36
FIX-II test section design
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Location of measurement points in the FIX-loon
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Fig-:-e 38

Scheme of the data acquisition system
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